PGP Lab

Introduction
Name: Kris Gaj

Email Address: kgaj01@yahoo.com

Public Key Id: 0x46CDB96C

Fingerprint: 660E 3CCC 3095 1A21 B9BC 0F6F 2678 C362 46CD B96C
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Cheating

- Create and sign 3 different versions of your public key ring. One version should be entirely correct, one should include one fake public key/account name pair, and the third should include two fake public key/account name pairs.

- Send these public key rings to the members of your DIRECT TRUST GROUP. Assign the public key rings to these people by your personal preference, following the general rule that you would rather cheat on strangers than on your friends.

- Please remember to CC: your communication to ece646@gmail.com.
Types of cheating/actions that are explicitly forbidden

- Exchanging more than three public key cards
- Physically accessing computer of another student without his/her authorization
- Verifying the name of a free e-mail account by sending a request to the GMU e-mail account
- Exchanging e-mails without CC: to ece646@gmail.com